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INVASION OF ITALY

By W.R. Arnell, representing the Combined British Press

Today, we motored from the centre of Sicily towards the mainland of

Italy. It was obvious that the population of the island knew that something
was afoot, in fact they were openly talking of the invasion of what at one

time had been their mother country. Strangely they seemed very pleased
over the fact that the Allies were about to take the next stop in the

liberation of Nazi controlled Italy, and to show theur delight they had

adorned themselves in their best clothes and in each village and town

nearly all the population came out to give the Vee sign and cheer our

troops. In many places the applause and enthusiasm of the folk was even

greater than the welcome that the troops received when they liberated the

towns. Oranges, poms, apples, lemons and even flowers,, were being
thrown to the troops as they passed nose to tail in a never ending stream

towards the various beaches -where they wore to embark for the assault on

the mainland. All along the coast road in peacetime it is a beautiful ride

along a very fine road but today although the beauty of the scenery -was

still there, there was also an air of expectancy and in every small bay
and cove that could hide them from the observation of the enemy on the

mainland were units of the Royal Navy, escort vessels, infantry landing
craft and their large sisters the tank landing craft.

All along the beaches troops were -preparing to embark together with

their equipment, /long the roads also were what has become known to the

Tommy as the land navy amphibian vehicle - official name in the army

’ducks’. These were making for the narrow strip of water that separates

Sicily from the mainland at Messina. Nearly the whole stretch of this coast

road from Taormina to Messina is under the constant observation of the diicffiy
from the mainland, yet today when the traffic was congested especially at the

diversions and bridges that the Royal Engineers have Greeted over the blows

and craters that the enemy made in the roads, ho was not interfering with the

movement in any way. Once again the superiority of the Allied air forces was

noticeable for not one enemy plane, even a reccy plane, attempted to approach
this invasion force.

As I entered Messina, a city that is now completely shattered and dead,
the only sound of activity -was the constant movement of our trucks and

booming of our artillery as they continued the softening of the enemy defences

that has been proceeding for days past.

Continuing the journey up the winding roads to the top of a hill in

the north-east comer of the island, I had a grand-stand view of the

artillery’s accurate aim. Shells -were bursting on the mainland causing

explosions and fires, from this point tonight I will have a bird’s eye view

of the landing of the Eighth Army on the mainland of Italy. The men arc in

fine spirits and are confident that they-will smash the enemy here as they

have in the desert, Tunisia and Sicily. Our aircraft have all day been

hammering at the defences and even tonight arc still continuing their havoc

among the enemy only throe thousand yards away,
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